
programing and information



The Twinz bring therapeutic conversations 
to their clients and communities. As mentors &

barbers, they developed "Conversation Therapy" to
connect to people. 

 
And now, they are bringing their unique mentoring

program to high school males with a 4-week
program.

Vision

Mission
Helping to connect
Black male youth to
community
resources.

Bring barbering
services to local
schools and youth
programs.
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Develop
relationships with 
area schools and
youth 
programs. 

Helping to introduce
youth
to entrepreneurs,
self-
employment careers
and careers in
creative space
industries
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week one
Real Talk
Mentors, and mentees get to know each through
group activities. Mentors talk about their experiences
growing up and how it has shaped them as
professionals. 

week two
Goal Setting
Mentors talk to mentees about their
communities and their responsibilities as
young men. Activity, Mentees develop a five-
year life plan for themselves and their
communities. 
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Life Lessons
Mentees learn about what it takes

to be a successful business person
and simple strategies for

succeeding in life, despite
circumstances.

week four

Cuttin up
Mentees celebrate the completion of the program with hair cuts.

week three

Real Talk With The Youth: Conversation therapy for youth
and families
This program section allows students to voice their options and
concerns in a podcast format with other youth. Mentees will
participate in a 20-minute podcast. Students will also learn technical
podcast skills that will introduce them to careers in creative space
industries.



Our Team

Celebritybarberrahim
co-founder
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Twinerprise
co-founder

Entertainers, professional barbers, community leaders,
entrepreneurs, twin brothers & fathers working to make a

positive impact in the lives of young people

Twin brothers Twinerprise and Celebritybarberrahim began
their careers in the entertainment industry, as rappers and

producers, performing and working in Atlanta and
Pittsburgh. As young men growing up in the trenches in

Pittsburgh, PA, they always had a heart for community and
building positive, innovative and energetic ways to connect

with young people, especially from urban communities.


